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The Soccer Champions League final will be in Lisbon and all the Champions League knockout stage of the competition, held two
weeks after use, it praised the host city of Lisbon in the 16th century Age of Discovery of the great historical achievements. 
Location compass and sextant used by stars in the sky 
This design was inspired by the football Portuguese sailors set sail from this port of Lisbon, looking at the sky when the instrument
used to find direction, the reference design when rendering route map . Two different shades of blue reflects the importance of both
the sky and the sea to the city's maritime tradition, and the soccer ball skin orange inspiration from the Portuguese capital Lisbon
everywhere beautiful terracotta tile roof. 
This follows the pentagram spherical football stitching design Adidas from 2010 has been used, and before that five-pointed star
pattern is printed directly on the sphere. Meanwhile, Adidas soccer within the foam material has been upgraded, so that
improvements can make football in cold conditions and better rebound. So this "battle of Lisbon" once again been improved.
(Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partner: shoes famous network global
fashion brand network China Garment Network.)
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] as part of #ThereWillBeHaters series, Adidas launched a redesigned fantasy limited
edition adizero f50 boots: the new adizero f50 tattoo St. boots (Tattoo Pack). 
adizero f50 boots tattoo St. (Tattoo Pack) is designed to convey the most outstanding players only have the creativity and self-
expression. The distinctive pattern left foot, and is completely different, giving the "love" and "hate" Two themes new vitality. In the
right boots for the evil skull pattern features, emphasizing the strength, power and hatred, while the left shoe is used bright colors and
varying designs, including a rose, a symbol of the players on the football love. 
If you're being jealous, this is not yet your compliment. The world's best players know outstanding performance often caused fans and
opponents, "jealous", especially in the social media, and this envy then continued injection of confidence for the players to bring an
even better performance. They are jealous and powerful, not because recruit people jealous heart apologies. 
The new tattoo has all the innovative technology of San boots Adidas products so adizero f50 players will become a make speed and
maneuverability to maximize the ultimate weapon. adizero f50 upper 3D dribbletex coating fully into account the needs of high-speed
breaking ball, at the same time, new distribution methods and new spikes auxiliary nail flexibility allows players to play to the limit. 
limited edition Adidas adizero f50 boots Boots St. tattoos will go on sale starting March 9. (Chinese shoes Network - the most
authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partner: Cartelo Shoes Red Branch shoes.)
< br / > American street brand stussy to celebrate the establishment of the 35th anniversary of, especially in cooperation with the
converse create a named "stussy 35" joint series. Converse classic high and low Tube Chuck Taylor All Star 70 'is modeled, to
stussy signature style of "Tom Tom" design want to send, through Pinstripe, sawtooth and dot embroidery intersected camp create
weaving visual sense, and then with alternating black and white wool details is let the national style of the whole body more. In
addition to tongue and the insoles also were seen "stussy and both sides of the joint label, and equipped with converse
representative vulcanized outsole and rubber toe cap. Pricing were $130 and $$125, the two pairs of shoes will begin landing in
September the world's major designated shops.
(Editor: YOYO)
Design fragment 
fragment design NIKE x Nike Roshe LD 1000, the press conference in the leading Aoyama the held by the POOL, and Nike fragment
Nike x two design fragment design x jordan air Dart Sock. 
/>
in addition, synchronous display of "fragment design x Nike Air Jordan 1" and "fragment design x Nike sock dart" although the
release time and the price has not been announced, but from two pairs of joint appearance of the shoes is not difficult to find loaded
with Hiroshi Fujiwara strong personal preferences and the simple charm, blue x x black white color of the fragment design x Nike Air
Jordan 1 classic elegance, signs outside with the heel of the shoe of double lightning bolt logo clearly revealed inand fragment design
x Nike sock dart is Israeli green tone, the iconic transparent silicone strap is intact. 
/>
New Balance 530 new colors released 2014-09-30 11:24:56
New Balance has launched a number of new color of the M530 in the near future, such a large area of ??the implementation of this
section models, it seems New Balance most likely will be the next main push of a selection of products to which shoes. Recently the
network again released a pair of new color for this model, overwhelmed by the choice of a dark gray shoes throughout the whole, and
the material aspects of suede material is selected, the texture perfect shoes manifested, now the shoes already available in some
online store for $ 120, a friend might like to look at it. 
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Jordan 28 DAYS Flight 8-14 generations tushang 2013-12-08 22:59:02
commercially available from the Air Jordan 28's and nearly a week, Jordan 28 DAYS Flight 8-14 generation of image exposure, in
the past two weeks have been 14 pairs of black and green color matching Air Jordan sneakers exposure. 
atmos x adidas Originals SS80s G-SNK 6 sale soon 2013-12-08 23:37:35
I believe friends concerned about the trend for Japanese fashion store atmos and joint sports brand adidas Originals footwear not
feel strange, the two sides are working together again, brought us a new atmos x adidas Originals Superstar 80s " Glow In The Dark
Snake 6 ", in the design, in addition to the shell head, lining and outsole, other parts are luminous material to build, quite gorgeous. It
is reported that the shoes will be on sale in October limited, interested friends will be sure to notice.
Air Jordan 5 GS new color to be on sale 2013-12-08 23:31:37
next month, and a new color of Air Jordan 5 GS is about to come to our side, this Air Jordan 5 GS with silver patent leather material
used to build the main body of the shoe, and a tongue portion of the midsole Pink was built, and the outsole and lined in purple
embellishment. It is reported that this Air Jordan 5 GS new color is tentatively scheduled for August 10 on sale, priced at $ 115. 



Puma Clyde "Urb Pack" new tushang 2013-12-08 23:14:47 new Puma Clyde "Urb Pack" on the network exposure the physical
picture, Puma Clyde "Urb Pack" includes two different color products, respectively, based on wine red in color and in white color
Puma Clyde, it is worth mentioning that this suite of products perforated leather upper material, perforated clouds create different
visual effects, rendering different from the past uppers texture.
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